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WHY IS A GOOD RESUME IMPORTANT?

Companies use technology to automatically filter out 

resumes without certain keywords/phrases

Recruiters spend an average of 6 seconds

reviewing a resume

Resumes usually guide the interview



GENERAL TIPS



FORMAT

• One page long

• Consistent margins & fonts

• No large blank spaces

• 10-12 pt font

“Quadrant Rule”: Aim to have the same 

amount of blank space and text in each 

quadrant

• Common Weakness: Usually the top 

right has too much white space



CONTENT

• Contact Information: email, phone number, permanent address (within US)

• Effective, concise bullet points – What, How, Why

• Varied, strong, past tense action verbs 

• See page 18 of our handbook for more action verbs

• Limit to relevant information – Exclude high school content unless you are a freshman



RESUME CRITIQUE COMMENTS

• Use a reasonable amount of bullet points (2-4)

• Know the difference between hyphens, en dashes, 

and em dashes

• Ensure spacing on either side of the dashes is 

consistent

• Keep date abbreviations consistent

• Don’t abbreviate “Mar” but not “June”

• Use a professional email address



COMMENTS FROM FIRM REPS

• Make sure there is some white space to avoid overwhelming the reader

• Cleary state your graduation date

• Helps firm reps quickly identify if you are looking for internship or full-time offers

• Avoid generic, qualitative character traits (e.g. hard-working, motivated)

• Check for spelling errors/formatting mistakes



SECTIONS OF A 

RESUME



EDUCATION

• Include:

• Expected graduation date

• GPA if over 3.0

• Max GPA for reference (e.g. 3.5/4.0)

• Previous college if transfer students

• Do NOT include high school (unless you are a freshman)



EXAMS

• Place either right before or right after Education section

• Include month passed

• Scores of 8 and above may be included

• Make sure sitting exams are valid (Ex: Exam P only occurs in odd months)

• Do not list exams too far in the future

• Do not lie about exams

• Firm reps can easily verify your exams using Actuarial Lookup

• If given an offer, they will ask for transcripts as proof of passing



PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

• Include:

• Company name (brief intro for smaller companies)

• Position title

• Start and end dates

• Location

• Consistent formatting for all work experience

• Strong bullet points

• More on this later





LEADERSHIP/EXTRACURRICULARS

• Focus on two or fewer organizations that you are actively involved in

• Showcase different skills, interests, and experiences

• Does not have to be actuarial – any leadership is helpful!



OTHER/TECHNICAL SKILLS

• Good place to showcase technical skills, programming languages, software, etc.

• Make sure to list your proficiency if applicable

• Do not waste space with Microsoft Office

• Excel: There’s a big difference between knowing basic functions (VLOOKUP) and 

mastering the software (e.g. VBA macros)

• Change from previous workshop: Do not list interests or hobbies (feedback from recruiters)

• Recruiters read many resumes and any interesting hobby you have has probably been 

seen before



HOW TO WRITE 

BULLET POINTS



A GUIDE TO STRONG BULLET POINTS

Think from a recruiter’s 

point of view: What can 

this person bring to my 

company? 

Start with strong past-

tense action verbs 

(and use different ones 

each time)

General structure:

What you did

How you did it

Impact



EXAMPLE

What you did

How you did it

Why it matters

Weak:

Used Microsoft Excel to calculate rater

Stronger:

Developed driver assignment and driver averaging 

raters by calculating a Driver Age factor from log-

linked GLM relativities

Strong:

Developed driver assignment and driver averaging 

raters by calculating a Driver Age factor from log-

linked GLM relativities in order to evaluate 

effectiveness of the rating structure



TAB STOPS: HOW TO RIGHT-ALIGN DATES

• Instead of using tabs and spaces to line up dates and locations on the right, try using tab stops

• Adjusts automatically to keep your text right-aligned even as you add or remove things

• More precise than manually adding tabs and spaces

Let’s say this is what your resume currently looks like:



TAB STOPS: HOW TO RIGHT-ALIGN DATES

1) Select the text you want to apply tab stops to.

2) Double-click on the ruler at the top of the page. You should see this pop-up window:



TAB STOPS: HOW TO RIGHT-ALIGN DATES

3) Select “Right” and then click “OK”.

4) Drag the gray tick mark to the margin stop.

5) Now you can press tab between “XYZ Company” and “Los Angeles, CA” and between “Position 

Title” and “Jun 2020 – Aug 2020”. The location and dates should be perfectly right-aligned.



Final Tips

Always send as a PDF

Watch for spelling/grammatical errors

Keep information relevant

Format consistently



QUESTIONS?


